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Introduction

For the US electrical grid, the 21st century has been a time of change and opportunity. New technologies have expanded power providers’ abilities to engage electricity consumers in conserving energy, ease electricity demand during peak hours, and reduce the overall cost of providing electricity. Innovations like digital technology, the internet, and web-based applications are providing more information about how and when consumers use electricity. They also are changing the relationship between consumers and producers by giving customers more autonomous control over their power consumption.

Smart meters are one such innovation that promised to utilize new technology to provide two-way communication between customers and the utility. Smart meters provide several benefits, including improvements in grid stability and reduced costs of meter reading. Over the past decade, utilities have made a concerted effort to deploy smart meters in homes across the country in an effort to increase energy efficiency, among other goals. That effort received a major boost in 2009 with the Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG) program, the largest program funded by the US government’s American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

Speaking on October 26, 2009, to announce $3.4 billion in federal funding for building elements of the “Smart Grid,” President Obama highlighted those goals, telling a Florida audience that smart meters would give consumers the ability to track their electricity usage and save money by finding ways to be more energy efficient. The president said, “Most of the projects that are receiving grants involve the installation of what are known as smart meters, devices that will have direct benefits for consumers who want to save money on their electric bills.” The president claimed that, “Smart meters will allow you to actually monitor how much energy your family is using by the month, by the week, by the day, or even by the hour. So, coupled with other technologies, this is going to help you manage your electricity use and your budget at the same time, allowing you to conserve electricity during times when prices are highest, like hot summer days.”

A decade after the federal government authorized a multi-billion dollar increase in funding for the deployment of smart meters, it is worth asking if the deployment is achieving the goal of providing consumers with more control over electricity use and their power bills. Additionally, as smart meters have been deployed, private innovations like smart thermostats have begun to offer an alternative route for more energy efficiency and consumer control. The emergence of those innovations paralleled the deployment of smart meters but did not initially receive financial support from utilities.

This paper compares smart meters and smart thermostats in order to understand the effectiveness of each technology in engaging consumers and reducing power demands at key periods during the day. First, the paper will look at the impetus for smart meter deployment and how smart meters might impact existing electricity rates and demand. Next, we will look at the rollout of smart meters during the past decade, their successes and failures, and why they have fallen short of expectations. We will examine the emergence of smart thermostats and ask why utilities have turned to private innovations to achieve demand-reduction goals. Finally, we will offer some policy options and key ideas for future efforts to promote electricity conservation. Although smart thermostats and other private innovations are in their early stages, these tools have done more than simply update the technologies used by consumers. They have begun to change the
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nature of the incentives and economics in the energy market. As utilities continue to roll out smart meters, they are being leapfrogged by private-sector innovations. Those private-sector innovations provide a model for how we can change energy markets in ways that benefit consumers, the economy, and the environment.

**Upgrading the Grid for Consumer Engagement**

For more than a century, the cost structure facing electricity consumers has largely remained the same. Electricity prices were mostly static, fixing rates in a simple structure that recognized consumers’ inability to access timely information about fluctuating prices and respond appropriately. As one expert noted, without specific information, “consumers of electricity ‘have a hard time estimating the costs and benefits of their actions.’” As a result, residential rates “face a pricing schedule that does not vary with time but may increase once consumption reaches certain thresholds.” Static rates hide the true cost of electricity use because they don't reflect real-world market conditions. During times of high electricity demand, the static prices typically will be less than the actual market value of electricity and vice-versa during periods of low demand. The flat rate schedule was created at a time when technology did not exist to provide consumers real-time price information as demand changed during the day. That tariff system remains in effect today, and only about 2 percent of ratepayers see time-of-use rates.

Such a simple system, however, provides no incentive for customers to reduce their electricity demands when supplying power is most expensive. Under that system, consumers end up paying more for electricity overall—paying below-cost prices during peak demand hours but above-cost prices during off-peak to make up the difference. That system, although sub-optimal, was justifiable when technological constraints made it impossible for consumers to respond to prices. Time-of-use pricing, on the other hand, would send immediate price signals to consumers, encouraging them to conserve when it is most valuable, making electricity production more efficient. As demand reaches its peak, usually in the late afternoon, the marginal cost of electricity production increases, often sharply. Reducing peak demand means that utilities, and therefore customers, can avoid buying electricity at high rates. Additionally, utilities tend to add generating capacity based on expected peak demand. Reducing peak demand means that utilities can postpone building expensive new generating plants or adding capacity to existing ones.

As technology improved during the late 20th century, utilities and the federal government attempted to address the shortcomings of static pricing. Initially, utilities promoted thermostats designed to reduce electricity demand. Programmable thermostats allow homeowners to set temperatures appropriately for when they are at home or away. The goal was to reduce energy use when people weren’t in their houses. The systems, however, failed to save money, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rescinded the ENERGY STAR ratings for all programmable thermostats in 2009. In its announcement, the EPA noted, “Significant questions have been raised as to the net energy savings and environmental benefits being achieved with the current set of ENERGY STAR qualifying” thermostats. The difficulty of actually programming the thermostats meant that consumers often used more energy, not less. One utility testi-
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fied, “Programmed thermostats resulted in 25 percent higher summer peak demand compared to homes with non-programmed thermostats.”

With the removal of ENERGY STAR ratings for programmable thermostats, utilities began to look for alternative technologies to reduce peak demand. Using funding from the Smart Grid Investment Grant program, the federal government, state regulators, and utilities chose smart meters, also known as Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), as an option for engaging electricity customers. That program provided grants to dozens of projects that would install millions of the new AMI smart meters in US households. In 2013, SGIG’s progress report noted, “There are 65 SGIG AMI projects that plan to install a total of at least 15.5 million smart meters, which will more than double the number of smart meters that were installed nationwide before the establishment of the SGIG program.” Since 2008, when just over 4.6 million such meters were installed, the number of AMI meters in place nationwide has risen considerably. By the end of 2017, nearly 70 million residences had AMI meters. The new meters also allow changes in the rate structure, including demand-responsive prices that vary with the actual cost of electricity to the utility. Demand-response programs differ, but generally they provide incentives to customers, such as reductions in their electricity bills, as a means of encouraging them to reduce electricity use during high-demand periods. By providing two-way communication and more rapid feedback, AMI meters create opportunities for flexible rate structures and offer customers some incentive to reduce peak demand. As Connecticut utilities noted, “Dynamic pricing programs are enabled by the investment in, and installation of, smart meters or Advanced Metering Infrastructure.”

Research demonstrates that when combining dynamic pricing information with the ability to respond to prices, consumers will cut their power demands during peak hours. A study of electricity demand responses to time-of-use pricing in Japan examined “economic incentives for energy conservation” to test the effectiveness of pricing changes during peak demand periods. Smart meters that collected data at 30-minute intervals were installed in participating households. On chosen treatment days, during peak demand hours, prices were increased significantly. The researchers note, “the economic incentive group had a price increase of 40, 60, or 80 cents/kWh. Because the baseline price was approximately 25 cents/kWh, these price increases mean that the critical peak price was 65, 85, or 105 cents/kWh.” The results were statistically significant; researchers concluded that “The economic incentive treatment produced usage reductions of 14 percent for the lowest treatment price and usage reductions of 17 percent for the highest treatment price.” The price incentives were so effective, the study’s authors wrote that the prices “motivated customers to lower their usage in both the non-treatment hours and the treatment hours.”

The Japanese experiment found that economic rewards for conservation were quite effective in reducing electricity waste. The researchers noted that “customers in our experiment had access to salient information about their real-time marginal price via in-home displays and text messages.” In contrast, a 2014 study by the same author found that customers in California failed to respond to tiered pricing systems—wherein costs increase at specified electricity consumption levels—and instead responded only to the av-
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verage price of their electricity. The author attributes that lack of sensitivity to price changes to the consumer’s lack of relevant information.

The deployment of smart meters, though intended to overcome such challenges, has not been without its difficulties. Implementation has varied widely from state to state. By the end of 2016, 96 percent of Nevada’s homes had AMI meters. Six other states had adoption rates of more than 80 percent. Many other states, including New York, Washington, and Ohio, however, had smart meters installed in fewer than 20 percent of households. The wide range of adoption rates is partly a result of differences in state regulations. The Congressional Research Service points out that “In 2014, DOE [the Department of Energy] concluded that the adoption of Smart Grid technologies was accelerating but at varying rates depending largely on decision-making at utility, state, and local levels.” States have faced a range of challenges, and some have had success in realizing the goals set by SGIG. Many, however, have struggled to deploy smart meters in a timely way and have fallen short of achieving the hoped-for results. The reasons for those failures vary, but some basic lessons can be taken from the experiences of the past several years.

Lessons from the Smart Meter Rollout

An examination of instances of smart meter rollouts across the United States reveals some successes. A pattern of challenges faced by utilities and states, however, has slowed the installation of smart meters and made achievement of the initiative’s goals, including reducing demand during peak hours, elusive. Examining the challenges can help clarify whether they are inherent to the politically driven approach used and provide insights into how the problems can be addressed in the future to facilitate consumer technology deployments.

Institutional Barriers

Several states initially expressed concerns about the cost of installing smart meters and, in an effort to protect consumers, prevented utilities from recovering the installation costs. As regulated monopolies, utilities must justify expenditures for new equipment to a state public utilities commission. Utilities in a number of states have asked to pay for the cost of deploying the new meters by adding small surcharges to customers’ bills. Approval of pass-throughs to customers by utility commissions can increase energy bills, which is exactly what happened in Delaware. When smart meters were installed, consumers were told that they would not see a cost increase. Dave Stevenson, a Delaware ratepayer advocate, noted that although Delmarva Power and Light saved a small amount from reduced meter reading costs, the cost of the meters was added to bills, and consumers saw their monthly payments go up by about $1. Not every state, however, is comfortable approving cost recovery options, and the uncertainty is a problem for some utilities. Chris McGuire of Washington’s Utilities and Transportation Commission notes that the amounts that can be passed along to consumers are determined only after the meters have been installed. The combination of the uncertainty of cost recovery by utilities, along with regulators’ reluctance to approve rate increases, created barriers to deployment in several states. Below, we examine the experiences of four additional utilities that faced cost recovery challenges.
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21 Installation costs may also be offset by lower costs of meter reading—utility companies can read smart meters remotely and forgo the expense of having to send workers around to manually read meters.
22 Dave Stevenson, telephone interview with the author, November 14, 2018; Public Service Commission of the State of Delaware, Order No. 8561, May 13, 2014.
Baltimore General Electric

Baltimore General Electric (BGE) proposed a rollout of 1.2 million smart meters, with cost recovery coming from customer surcharges, an SGIG grant, and reductions in peak demand.24 The plan included a requirement to use time-of-use (TOU) pricing to encourage customers to reduce energy use during peak hours. The Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) rejected the proposal, citing the high cost of the rollout and the risk to low-income customers. Examination of the plan found that “up to 40 percent of low-income customers would see a rise in summer energy bills and up to 15 percent would see a rise in annual energy bills overall.”25 Additionally, the surcharge would amount to a monthly increase of 38 cents in 2010, rising to $3.78 per month in 2013. In ruling against the proposal, the PSC argued that “The Proposal asks BGE’s ratepayers to take significant financial and technological risks and adapt to categorical changes in rate design, all in exchange for savings that are largely indirect, highly contingent and a long way off. We are not persuaded that this bargain is cost-effective or serves the public interest, at least in its current form.”26 Ultimately, BGE revised the proposal, dropping the TOU pricing system and reducing the amount BGE had requested to cover the costs of deployment.

Connecticut Power and Light

Connecticut Power and Light proposed to deploy AMI smart meters covering 1.2 million customers beginning in 2012, to be paid for by a TOU pricing structure that could increase the price of a kilowatt hour (kWh) tenfold during peak hours. Although the proposal did not adopt surcharges, the Connecticut Public Utilities Commission expressed several concerns about the financial viability of the plan. The projected savings from customers reducing their peak demands were questioned, with the utility commission’s draft order noting “numerous instances of costs and benefits that cannot be quantified with actual data, but instead rely on forecasts using many theoretical assumptions.”27 The regulators also expressed concern that the new technology was not capable of producing the demand responses required (an issue we will examine further below). Finally, the state worried about such a significant expenditure so soon after meters recently had been upgraded to the Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) technology, which allows meters to be read wirelessly rather than manually on the meters they replaced.

Dayton Power and Light

In Ohio, Dayton Power and Light (DP&L) applied for an SGIG grant to cover deployment of AMI meters. DP&L asked the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio to approve a surcharge for the meters but later retracted that request because the federal grant had not been awarded.28 As a result, it decided against deploying AMI meters because of cost concerns.29 The utility reported that during the economic downturn, customers objected to the potentially higher costs. Without adequate cost recovery, DP&L decided not to deploy AMI meters at all, and as of 2017, no new meters had been installed.30 Some speculation arose that stopping deployment also allowed DP&L to determine if other utilities in Ohio and elsewhere had difficulties before they made the financial commitment to move to AMI meters. One analyst com-
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25 Ibid., 61.
29 EIA, US Smart Grid, 76.
mented that “a go-slow approach may end up paying as many dividends as an immediate leap into the deep end of the pool.”

By way of contrast, other Ohio utilities did receive federal grants and went ahead with AMI deployment. In Ohio, Duke Energy eventually received approval to add 49 cents to its customers’ monthly bills to install new smart meters. The number of AMI meters deployed by Duke Energy Ohio increased from 108,843 in January of 2011, to 639,897 by the end of 2014, representing nearly 100 percent of their customers. The key difference between the approaches of the two utilities appears to be the federal subsidy from the SGIG program.

**State of Massachusetts**

In Massachusetts, the state commission encouraged utilities to deploy smart meters, authoring a “straw plan” for deployment and cost recovery. The plan actually required AMI deployment, to which the utilities objected. Two utilities, including Western Massachusetts Electric Company (WMECO), complained, noting that money recently had been spent upgrading meters to the AMR technology and worried that additional costs would be “borne by customers who may or may not be interested in interacting with the distribution system at the level implicated by AMI technology” [emphasis in original]. In that case, it was the utilities who worried about their customers’ reactions to surcharges being imposed without consent.

Unlike the examples summarized above, utilities in other states were successful in recovering the costs of their meter rollouts. In Oklahoma, the state Corporation Commission approved a $3.11 surcharge for AMI meters for the Public Service Company of Oklahoma.

Examining a map of states with successful smart meter rollouts by 2016 shows an apparent correlation between smart meter deployment and cost recovery approval (figure 1).
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31 Carson, Dayton Power.
32 For other examples see EIA, US Smart Grid.
33 EIA, Form EIA-861M.
34 Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Investigation by the Department of Public Utilities on Its Own Motion into Modernization of the Electric Grid, D.P.U. 12–76, October 2, 2012.
37 EIA, Nearly Half.
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Colorado all rejected rate plans and all lag behind in smart meter deployment.\(^{38}\) States that approved rate increases, including California, Delaware, and Oklahoma, have high rates of smart meter penetration. Ohio’s record is mixed—some utilities implemented rate increases while others withdrew requests after failing to receive federal support. That mixture left Ohio lagging behind other states. Maryland, on the other hand, has a high level of smart meter deployment, despite initially rejecting Baltimore General Electric’s application.

### Smart Meters and Customer Engagement

Deployment, however, is only the first part of the process. Once smart meters are installed, they must improve customer engagement by providing opportunities to reduce peak power demands and power bills. If consumers don’t change their behavior to utilize the new technology, a large fraction of the benefit is lost. Although utilities’ experiences have been mixed, research demonstrates that customer engagement with smart meters has not met expectations.

Early pilot projects linking smart meters to TOU pricing showed potential. The District of Columbia’s PowerCentsDC program provided smart meters and smart thermostats to households with air conditioning.\(^{39}\) During periods of high demand, customers saw either high prices (about 75 cents per kWh com-
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\(^{38}\) For the Colorado case, see Guo et al., *Adoption.*

pared to the typical price of about 12 cents per kWh\(^{40}\) or were offered significant rebates (between 75 and 11 cents per kWh) for demand reductions. For households with air conditioning, the smart thermostat could reduce usage automatically during peak periods. Like the TOU pricing study in Japan, the PowerCentsDC pilot program demonstrated that consumers would respond to incentives when provided with information and assistance from automated systems. The study found a reduction in peak demand of between 13 and 34 percent, which translated into savings between 2 and 5 percent on customers’ monthly bills.

Several other case studies demonstrate that without such assistance, smart meters alone did not yield the hoped-for energy savings. An overview of smart grid efforts highlighted the high cost of acquiring information and taking action, making it difficult for consumers to respond effectively. Researchers at the RAND Corporation found that, “Because prices can change frequently, considerable cognitive or other informational burdens on consumers (i.e., transaction costs) might not translate into changed behavior.”\(^{41}\) That was the experience of several utilities.

The Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) undertook a study to test the effectiveness of smart meters in allowing customers to track their energy usage on a web application and reduce their energy consumption.\(^{42}\) Some participants also were enrolled in a TOU pricing system, with a guarantee that they would not end up paying more than they did under their normal tiered pricing system. Although the study found that customers participating in the Smart Time of Use Rate program were more likely to be engaged, the results were modest overall, with 49 percent of customers successful in shifting some demand off-peak, and 44 percent failing to change their use patterns. For customers without TOU rates, Long Island Power Authority found a lack of engagement, noting that individuals had even forgotten they had smart meters, despite a marketing effort identical to those participating in the TOU program. The LIPA study found that “frequent and creative reminders of the benefits to customers about smart meters and smart grid technologies along with specific recommendations on ways to save energy and money are necessary for customers to participate and remain engaged.”\(^{43}\)

As hypothesized by the RAND study, unless consumers repeatedly were prompted, they did not use the new information to change their electricity usage, likely because the costs of information and action were very high. That result was duplicated in a study completed by Portland General Electric (PGE). Like the LIPA study, PGE provided AMI smart meters to customers, along with increases in peak-load pricing.\(^{44}\) In its final report, PGE noted that the TOU rates were “complex and difficult to understand” for consumers, leading the utility to develop an alternative test of TOU rates. Finally, Georgia Power reached a similar conclusion in its research on smart meter deployment, noting that “TOU programs need thorough customer education and energy management advice to be successful.”\(^{45}\) In both cases, although smart meters provided the information necessary for utility customers to respond to TOU rates, users required repeated prompting to achieve meaningful reductions in power consumption. Even with such prompts, reductions often were minor. One recent study argued that users’ responses to TOU prices were based on a user’s perception of savings, not on the actual savings themselves.\(^{46}\) Thus, consumers may not actually change their usage patterns significantly, even if they perceive benefits from TOU rates.
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\(^{41}\) Guo et al., Adoption, 30.

\(^{42}\) Ming Mui, Long Island Smart Energy Corridor, final report for the Long Island Power Authority, April 27, 2015.

\(^{43}\) Ibid.


\(^{45}\) EIA, US Smart Grid, 29.

Innovation and Alternative Technologies

Another problem faced by smart meters is the rapid development of alternative technologies that serve a similar purpose. In an effort to improve the responsiveness of customers to price signals, some utilities looked at providing wall-mounted monitors that display transparent price signals. As part of its smart meter pilot program, the Hawaiian Electric Company proposed testing wall-mounted meters that provided information to consumers about household appliance energy use and alerted them when peak demand hours were occurring.47 Similarly, LIPA’s project included monitors, but that proposal ultimately was shelved because, according to LIPA, the fast pace of technological innovation had eliminated the benefits of in-home displays. They instead opted for a web-based app.48 The availability of newer technologies also underlies the objection of Western Massachusetts Electric Company to the state’s smart meter policy. Noting the rapid development of smart thermostats and appliances, they argued that AMI technology might be outdated quickly. They suggested that instead of forcing companies to use pre-determined technologies, Massachusetts should instead opt for a policy allowing more flexibility to meet consumer needs.49

Other countries have faced a similar challenge. David Nemtzow of the US Department of Energy explained that in Australia, one utility “rolled out smart meters before there was adequate communication.”50 Subsequently, meters with two-way communication became available, meaning that the installed meters quickly were outdated.

Contributing to many of those challenges is the diversity of end users of smart meters. For example, the write-up of a test of TOU rates by South Dakota’s Sioux Valley Energy found a difference between customers who opted into TOU rates and those who were placed into a TOU-pricing system but did not opt out. The utility found that customers choosing to opt-in reduced peak-demand power consumption more than those who were placed in the program and chose not to opt out.51 Regulators’ concerns about rate increases also reflected differences in customers’ incomes, which led to rejection of cost recovery proposals—similiar to the case of Baltimore General Electric. Of course, smart meters are designed not only to engage customers but also to provide salient information to utilities, such as assistance in meter reading and identifying power outages. They increase energy providers’ accuracy and ease of determining the amount owed buy customers.

Given a choice between designing solutions around customers or solving problems faced by utility managers (e.g., collecting meter data), utilities are likely to emphasize solutions that prioritize their needs over customer service. Although AMI smart meters can provide a number of ancillary services, they do not meaningfully increase the amount of information available to consumers or their ability to respond to prices. Those incentives provide clues as to why smart meters have not been nearly as successful as expected in helping consumers save energy and money.

The Private Innovation Alternative

Facing regulatory roadblocks and the challenge of incentivizing meaningful energy conservation with diverse customer bases, utilities are starting to turn their attentions to technologies that emerged independently of the government-subsidized smart meter market. Smart thermostats from companies like Nest and Ecobee use artificial intelligence and two-way communication, enabling users to choose temperature parameters and let the thermostat decide how best to meet those targets. Unlike AMI smart meters, the thermostats make it easy for consumers to respond to changing power demands, reducing the overall lifestyle changes necessary to see improvements.

47 EIA, US Smart Grid, 81.
48 Mui, Long Island.
49 NSTAR letter.
50 Nemtzow interview.
51 Guo et al., Adoption, 28.
Fatima Crerar, the Director of Social Impact and Sustainability at smart thermostat company Ecobee says that artificial intelligence (AI) is a critical component of the effectiveness of the new smart thermostats. “What made this possible,” says Crerar, “is the fact that the job gets done for you” using artificial intelligence. Both Nest and Ecobee use sensors to determine whether people are at home and can send notifications to users’ smartphones asking them if they would like to adjust the temperature setting. Both companies argue that such communication has resulted in significant energy savings. Ecobee estimates that its users had saved 30 terawatt hours of energy by the beginning of 2018. Ecobee users, they say, are reporting savings of up to 23 percent. Nest boasted that its users avoided consuming more than 26 billion kilowatt hours between October 2011 and October 2018, “enough energy to cook a feast for all 7.6 billion people on Earth—twice.” Although such claims have not been verified independently, several studies of the effectiveness of smart thermostats in reducing peak demand in response to incentives demonstrate that the functionality of smart thermostats is yielding better results than smart meters.

After completing its test of TOU rates using AMI smart meters, Portland General Electric (PGE) conducted a follow-up study to determine if smart thermostats would reduce peak demand. The study used Nest smart thermostats, along with a program called “Rush Hour Rewards” (RHR) to rebate homeowners who lowered their energy use during certain peak hours. In the Portland study, customers who opted to participate were notified of upcoming RHR events. During peak demand periods, PGE used “Direct Load Control,” which adjusts the temperature setting remotely on Nest thermostats to reduce demand. Users could override those adjustments but were given a “speed-bump” warning that Rush Hour Rewards were in effect.

Users relied on artificial intelligence to determine the best way to meet the program’s goals, which could include pre-conditioning a home. For houses that hold temperatures effectively, heating or cooling would occur prior to the period of peak demand, shifting demand outside the period of highest cost, and using the home’s insulation to keep the ambient temperature within a comfortable range. PGE compared the energy savings to a control group that did not receive the remote RHR adjustments. The study found that although homes with smart thermostats had similar use patterns outside RHR events, those in the RHR pilot project saw significant reductions during peak demand periods. PGE found that during the winter, the RHR pilot reduced average demand by 20 to 33 percent in the first hour. That dropped off slightly to 15 to 30 percent during the second hour. In the final hour, it fell a bit more to about 10 to 25 percent. Even in the final hour, however, these are significant reductions in demand at a time when prices are high.

Results in summer were better. The Rush Hour Rewards pilot “reduced demand by about 40 percent during the first RHR event hour, 30 percent during the second event hour, and 20 percent during the third event hour.” Additionally, surveys of participants reported high satisfaction with the project. When the Public Utility Commission of Oregon subsequently evaluated PGE’s projects with smart meters and Nest thermostats, they approved cost recovery for both. However, the commission highlighted the success of the smart thermostats, encouraging PGE to allocate more resources to expanding their implementation. Comparing the results from smart meters and smart thermostats, PGE and the Oregon PUC found that the smart thermostats yielded better results. Other jurisdictions reported similar findings.

As part of a larger TOU rate study, Southern California Edison (SCE) tested the effectiveness of Nest thermostats in reducing peak demand. During the two-year study, users were provided with TOU price
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52 Fatima Crerar, telephone interview with the author, February 28, 2018.
53 Ibid.
56 Scott Reeves and Jim Stewart (Cadmus), memorandum to Josh Keeling and Alex Reedin (Portland General Electric) regarding their PGE Rush Hour Rewards findings summary, December 27, 2016.
signals. During the second year, Nest users also used a program called “Time of Savings.” Unlike the Rush Hour Rewards program, which provides a rebate for reducing power consumption, SCE used its Time of Savings program, wherein the thermostat calibrates energy use based on electricity rates provided by the utility. As Nest explains, “The Nest Thermostat can then use this rate information to learn and automatically adjust itself to help reduce electricity use during peak price periods. Nest never adjusts the temperature by more than a degree or two—just enough to keep customers comfortable while saving money.”

Households with smart thermostats performed better than households receiving only the price signals. SCE reported that in 2017, households with smart thermostats reduced summer peak period usage almost twice as much as households without them when exposed to time-of-use rates. The following year, Nest also used rate data from SCE’s Time of Savings program, which “significantly increased the magnitude of peak load reductions relative to the first summer.” The researchers emphasize that because of weather variability and other factors, comparing one year to the next is difficult. Even without the additional Time of Savings effect, however, SCE’s pilot program saw a positive effect associated with Nest’s ability to respond automatically to peak pricing.

Finally, National Grid, an energy company in the Northeast United States, compared two approaches to reducing peak demand for customers using smart thermostats in Massachusetts, New York, and Rhode Island. The 2016 study compared Nest’s Rush Hour Rewards with a program called ConnectedSolutions that would provide incentives to cut demand during peak hours. The ConnectedSolutions program used both Ecobee and Honeywell smart thermostats; both programs provided annual incentives for temperature changes of two or three degrees during peak demand periods. The study found meaningful reductions for all thermostats, with Nest’s thermostat showing the largest reductions but also the largest number of opt-outs among participants. A study the following year found that incentives played an important role in the effectiveness of the peak-demand reduction program. The study reported that “more customers opt out when a participation incentive isn’t offered.” Both studies found positive effects from smart thermostats, noting that incentives increased participation.

The Advantages of Consumer Choice

The three studies, in Portland, Southern California, and the Northeast United States, demonstrate that smart thermostats can reduce peak power demands effectively in ways that simple AMI meters, even with TOU rates, generally have not achieved. Smart thermostats appear to overcome some of the challenges faced by smart meters. First, purchases of smart thermostats are voluntary, reducing the regulatory barriers to cost recovery that slowed down the deployment of smart meters. As a consumer product, smart thermostats must justify their purchase prices by providing enough value to make them worthwhile, catering primarily to the needs of the user. Smart meters, by way of contrast, are imposed on users and in many instances utility customers opted out or simply opposed deployment for a variety of reasons. In California, where smart meter deployment has been widespread, significant public opposition surfaced initially. In 2011, the Energy Information Administration reported that “Public opposition to PG&E’s smart meter program remains significant. One anti-smart meter organization reports that 10 counties and 36 cities or


towns are opposed to mandatory wireless smart meters. Four counties and seven cities or towns have gone as far as passing ordinances making smart meter installations illegal within their jurisdictions.⁶⁴ Voluntary purchases of smart thermostats avoid such conflict. To be sure, the goal of deploying tens of millions of smart meters may not be compatible with voluntary purchases, but a tradeoff exists: smart thermostats offer an alternative to government mandates by leaving the choice in the hands of consumers.

Smart thermostats also have demonstrated better results in engaging customers to reduce their peak power demands. Portland General Electric provides the clearest example of that difference, with Oregon’s PUC recommending expansion of smart thermostat programs while continuing to study the effects of such technology. Despite the hope that smart meters combined with TOU pricing can induce savings from electricity customers, experience and research demonstrate that customers lack the information and desire necessary to react effectively to price incentives. Smart thermostats with artificial intelligence, however, provide users with additional assistance in responding quickly and planning for peak demand periods, including pre-conditioning of household temperatures to shift demand outside peak hours. Not only do they make this process simpler for consumers than smart meters do, but because they are not mandated, only users wanting to learn and utilize the product effectively are likely to adopt them. That conclusion is confirmed by research indicating that customers who opt in to TOU pricing, where available, are more effective in reducing peak demand than customers who are put into the system without consent. That conclusion also means that customers who incur the additional cost of smart thermostats voluntarily are more likely to recover that cost in savings than those who have the costs of smart meter deployment imposed on them.

Many utilities already offer rebates for smart thermostats as part of their energy efficiency mandates. With the success of smart thermostats in reducing peak demand, utilities and utility commissioners should expand such programs. Utilities and utility commissioners also should increase the range of options available to customers and pursue policies that make regulations regarding cost recovery for utilities more flexible. The Southern California Edison pilot plan found differences in user patterns with different smart thermostats. Expanding options increases the likelihood that customers will find one that fits their unique preferences. By allowing cost recovery on a more incremental basis for smart thermostats, utility commissioners can alleviate the problems that plagued some smart meter deployments. The success of smart thermostats in recent pilot projects indicates that a more gradual approach—one that takes advantage of customer-focused innovations—can be successful in reducing peak power demands and saving consumers and utilities money.

**Allowing Innovation to Work for Energy Consumers**

It has now been a decade since the federal government began the smart grid rollout with promises that smart meters would change how consumers interact with electric utilities dramatically. Despite installing tens of millions of smart meters across the country at a high collective cost to consumers, that promise has not been fulfilled. Consumers today have begun to change the ways they interact with their electricity providers, but the best opportunities have come from outside the regulatory environment through innovators creating consumer-focused products.

Today’s modern thermostats eventually may be improved or displaced by other innovations. For example, a new technology called Sense allows consumers to track energy use and identify the appliances that are driving their household power consumption. Rather than measuring electricity every five or fifteen minutes, as with smart meters, Sense measures demand about one million times every second. Sense recently announced connectivity with smart electrical plugs to help the system identify power-consuming devices more rapidly and accurately, thereby providing additional device control.⁶⁵ Technologies like Sense could be used by utilities to provide consumers with an itemized bill showing their electricity consumption by source—something that is not possible with existing AMI technology. Nest’s Rush Hour Rewards pro-
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⁶⁴ EIA, *US Smart Grid*.
gram is adding new utility partners. Ecobee’s “Donate Your Data” program allows customers the option of providing access to their data for research purposes. That program is improving Ecobee’s understanding of how people use energy and opening new possibilities for conservation. Such efforts will improve the technology, making innovation increasingly effective and powerful in the energy market. As such technologies improve and the number of consumers using them increases, utilities will find more ways to integrate them into their operations. Regulators should recognize and embrace those trends, allowing consumer preferences to drive efficiency gains rather than federal programs. An approach that engages consumers and embraces innovation in the electricity market is more likely to benefit consumers, utilities, and the environment.